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When you say, “Reach for the
sun,” that’s exactly what
technology is doing. A new
solar farm in Walterboro is
the latest and most exciting
advance in energy production in
South Carolina.
The idea behind a solar farm
is to harness the energy of
the sun and convert it to
practical uses, like electricity.
A group of us braved bitterly
cold temperatures on Jan. 24
to celebrate the opening of
a solar farm that could
revolutionize power sources
across our state.
While the idea of using
solar energy has been around
forever, it takes a complex
set of factors for it to
become a reality.  Fortunately
we have the expertise and the
commitment of the right group
of partners to make it happen.
TIG Sun Energy of North
Charleston, in conjunction with
Santee Cooper and our state’s
electric cooperatives, has
installed more than 10,000 solar
modules on 14 acres in Colleton
County to turn sunlight into
energy.
See Solar Farm Brings
Exciting Possibilities,
continued on page 8
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1354 Rutherford Rd. 
Greenville, SC 29609
864-244-4023
apples, dairy products, squash
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2513 W. Lucas St. 
Florence, SC 29501
843-665-5154
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Daily Market News Reports
Learn How National Healthcare Reform
Will Impact Farmers
Promises Great Food, Fun
New SCDA Assistant Commissioner to Focus
on Agribusiness Development
The National Healthcare Act, will impact all
agriculture employers to some degree. The SC
Department of Agriculture, SC Farm Bureau, and
Lowcountry Labor Company have invited Frank
Gasperini, Executive Vice President of the National
Council of Agricultural Employers, to lead a
meeting for farm producers to discuss the impacts
of the healthcare act. 
The meeting will be held from 10:30 a.m. until
noon on Feb. 27 at the Phillips Market Center at the
Farmers Market, 3483 Charleston Hwy, West
Columbia. Lunch is not provided.
For 50 years, the National Council of Agricultural
Employers has served as the national trade
association representing the needs of labor intensive
agricultural employers in Washington, D.C.
Gasperini’s background includes more than
35 years of specialty and production agricultural
sales, marketing, association management, and
lobbying state and federal legislators and
regulators on behalf of domestic agriculture. He
has followed the National Healthcare issue closely
and is well versed on what remains a very fluid
issue.
While some areas of the law remain unclear,
Gasperini will provide a great overview of what is
known and the direction the rules appear to be
going for agricultural employers. Since the National
Healthcare Act may also have a significant impact
on those who employ temporary migrant labor to
harvest crops, the meeting will provide significant
information for all farmers.




becoming one of the most
popular events in the Midlands. Set for March 21
and 22 at the State Farmers Market, the cook off
will be bigger and better than ever, according to
organizer Jackie Moore.  
This year 50 cook teams will compete for more
than $5,000 in prize money. On Friday the teams
will prepare chicken wings, donated by House of
Raeford, in the Anything Butt competition judged
by celebrity judges.
The South
C a r o l i n a
Department of
A g r i c u l t u r e









when Cl in t
Leach joined
the SCDA team, he brought years of experience
from working as a member of staff with the SC
Senate Finance Committee.
Commissioner Hugh Weathers and SCDA created
the position Leach now fills, to help legislators
on both the state and national level better
understand the value of agribusiness.  So many
groups are working hard to expand South Carolina
agribusiness and the need for Leach's position
is vital.
"Having someone focused primarily on economic
development as it pertains to agribusiness will help
SCDA better serve the industry. Clint is already a
great asset to our team," said Commissioner
Weathers.
Much of the effort to grow our industry deals
with building coalitions and working with other
agencies, like the Department of Commerce.
Commissioner Weathers believes Leach is well
suited for the task, and he already recognizes
the great potential agribusiness has for growth
beyond its significant economic impact of
$34 billion.
"Today, more than ever, whether connected to a
farm or not, people want to be involved in buying
local agricultural products. Take for example the
Certified SC program, which is already extremely
successful. When you pair that with an agricultural
community that is united as an industry, I truly
believe we have an opportunity unlike any other, to
grow agribusiness in every corner of the state," said
Leach.
If you would like to contact Clint Leach about
an agribusiness matter, he can be reached at
803-734-2191 or jcleach@scda.sc.gov.
See Commissioners Cup BBQ Cook Off, continued on page 8
Solar panels now in use
at the Colleton Solar Farm
located in Walterboro.
Picture courtesy of 
The Post and Courier.
Assistant Commissioner 
Clint Leach
Commissioners Cup BBQ Cook Off 
Aquaculture
BREAM, 1-8in, 35¢-$1.50;
Bass, $1.50; Catfish, 50¢; Grass
Carp $13; Threadfin Shad, $30/lb;
more; qty disc, p/u or del. Derek
Long; Newberry; 803-276-2070
SC GROWN CHANNEL
CAtFISH, fingerlings, 30¢ ea,
disc on orders of 2000+; ½-1lb
fish, $2.50/lb. Russell Smith;
Calhoun; 803-568-2994
StERILE GRASS CARP,
12-14in, $11ea. Perry Price;
Lexington; 803-356-3403
POND StOCkING FISH,
Red Breast, 40¢ea; Mosquito
fish, $20/100; Sterile Carp,
8-10in, $12ea; 12in+, $14ea,
more. C Chappell; Richland;
803-776-4923
Cattle
REG LOWLINE RED ANG
BuLL, 15m/o, $1800. Keith
Cash; Greenville; 864-275-6782
REG BLk ANG BuLLS,
12-15m/o, BSE, exc dispo &
EPDs, calving ease, $1800up;
heifers, open or bred, more,
$1500up; more. S Clark;
Greenville; 864-430-7734
REG ROMA ANG BuLL, blk,
B-11/21/12, 900lbs, $1600. Fred
Tuten; Hampton; 803-914-0205
SIMM COM HERD DISP, reg,
PB, ¾ & ½, blks & reds, ex brood
cows, more, 5 breds @ $2000ea, 1
w/bull calf, $2400. Jesse Fletcher;
Spartanburg; 864-895-3670
2 REG BLk ANG BuLLS,
2y/o, $3500; reg blk Ang bull,
13m/o, $3000; paper/EPDS on
hand. Matt Rainey; Spartanburg;
864-616-6309
SIMM, SimAng & Ang Yrlg
Bulls, AI sired by the breeds
top sires, $2800up; select 2yo,
$3500up, breds & opens,
$2500up. Benji Hunter; Laurens;
864-981-2200
2 BLk ANG BuLLS, 23m/o,
28m/o, $1800up. A Laws;
Pickens; 864-637-8852
REG LIM BuLLS, 10-18m/o,
sired by Cole First Down Deuce
or EF Main Stay, $1800up. Robert
Blanton; Cherokee; 864-838-8765
5 COMMERCIAL COWS, 1
reg Blk Ang bull, all sold together,
cows are bred by Ang bull, $9000
for all. Michael Kinard; Bamberg;
803-267-4077
CHAROLAIS BuLLS, 7m/o
& up, low BW, $1100up;
Gelbvieh & balancer bulls,
14-23m/o, $1400up. Louis
Keasler; Anderson; 864-314-5336
LIMO BuLL, dbl blk, dbl
polled, reg, B-6/1/12, $1800,
del/fee. James Langston; Pickens;
864-859-6794
REG DEVON BuLL, w/papers,
reg w/American Devon Assn, low




13m/o, $1800; 14m/o open
Gelbvieh & balancer heifers,
$1200; yng cows w/calves, $1800,
more. Terry Sudduth; Greenville;
864-895-9994
REG BLk ANG BuLLS,
6-15m/o, 1500-$2500. Keith
Hawkins; York; 803-230-1598
6 PB BLk ANG HEIFER
CALVES, 13-14m/o, from reg
stock, $1200ea for the lot. Brian
Rikard; Oconee; 706-491-1111
REG BLk ANG BuLL, sired
by Yon Traveler S224, BSE
tested, 4.8BW,40 WW, 76YW,
21Milk, gentle, 29m/o, $2700.
Bobby Baker; Lancaster;
803-285-7732
2 tX LONGHORN BuLLS,
7m/o red, $450; 5m/o red & wht,
$300. Jerry Padgett; Berkeley;
843-761-2049
5 BLk ANG BuLLS, out of reg
herd, 3-9m/o, 2-14m/o, sire GAR
bull, $1500-1800. Bill Mason;
Cherokee; 864-490-1430
MIXED CALVES, 2m/o up,
$400up. Roland Perez; Aiken;
803-649-9172
FB IRISH DEXtER HEIFER,
exc b'lines, $600. Michael Pierce;
Colleton; 843-909-1309
4 REG CHAR BuLLS, bred for
growth & milk, $1200up. Lewis
Killian; York; 704-460-8780
9 HOLStEIN BuLL CALVES,
weaned, on grain & hay, $250ea.
David Shumpert; Lexington;
803-920-8710
SIMM & SIMANG YRLING
BuLLS, AI & embryo pedigrees,
$1500up. Jim Rathwell; Pickens;
864-868-9851
10 ANG HEIFERS, $850up, 7/8
Ang 1/8 Brah bull, 13m/o,
$1050; reg Ang bull 4y/o,
$2000. David Wilkerson; York;
803-925-2633
15 REG ANG BuLLS,
15-24m/o, forage perform test &




2-F1 BLk BALDIE HEIFERS,
out of reg polled Herefrd dams
& Yon Objective Blk Ang
sire, more, $1250ea; both $2450.
Gene McCarthy; Edgefield;
803-278-2274
PB BLk ANG BuLLS,
2y/o, ready for work, $2400.
Mike Johnson; Newberry;
864-923-0978
2- ½SHORt HORN ½DAIRY,
1- Holstein, bull calves, 4m/o, on
pasture, hay, grain, $300ea. John
Zander; Colleton; 843-908-2100
REG BLk ANG BuLL, proven
sire, $2750. James Lawrence;
Anderson; 864-348-7185
Dogs
Ads for dogs 3 months or
older  must be accompanied
by a copy of current
Rabies Vaccination Certificate
signed by a licensed
veterinarian. Under 3 months
you must include a birthdate.
NO DOG KENNEL/BREEDER
ADS ARE PERMITTED. Only
dogs-for-sale notices will be
published. As a  last-priority
item, dog notices will be
published as space permits
GREAt PYRENEES, FB, B-1/20,
ready 3/3, $150ea, not  reg, solid wht
& badger, $75 dep. Rodger
Holcombe; Pickens; 864-878-4838
AkC GERM SHEPS, B-12/10,
shots, dewormed, $500. James
Langston; Pickens; 864-859-6794
GREAt PYRENEES, B-12/31,
CKC reg, $300ea, M & F, $50
deposits to hold. Sam Stevens;
Aiken; 803-645-5111
AkC REG BEAGLES, B-12/3,





AuSt CAttLE DOGS, Blue
Heelers, B-1/4/14, 3F, 4M, tails
docked, $150. Grace Mitchum;
Berkeley; 843-753-2607
Farm Equipment 
Farm equipment and farm truck
ads may not be submitted
by commercial dealers. All ads
must include the following signed
statement: “THIS FARM
EQUIPMENT AND/OR FARM
TRUCK WAS USED ON
MY FARM OR I AM NOT
A COMMERCIAL DEALER.”
Only farm truck ads with
legitimate farm truck license tag
numbers will be accepted. The
farm truck license tag number
must be included with the ad.
INtERNAL DISC PuLL
tYPE, 12ft, 4 tires, w/hyd
cylinder, $2000. Eddie Ward;
Clarendon; 803-481-8443
'99 JD 7410, 10,936hrs, 105hp,
4WD, new frt tires, 70% radial
back tires, 120hp eng, 105 PTO,
cold A/C, more, $24,500. Jeff
Wilson; Chester; 803-385-7422
JD BO tRACtOR, restored,
new sheet metal, tires, etc, $7000;
early 1900's Case steel threshing
machine, $1000; more. Ed Long;
Laurens; 864-505-6765
JD 454, row crop header, 4r,
$1400. Lynnwood Horton;
Kershaw; 843-334-6767
JD 8300 GRAIN DRILL, 21r,
12ft, GC, $2000. Otto Wlliamson;
Williamsburg; 843-382-3119
830 CAt BuLLDOZER,
325hp, w/lrg tires & pan,
$15,000. E Wigington; Anderson;
864-859-2692
JD 8Ft GRAIN DRILL, more,
$2395; JD 71 2r re-cond
planters, more, $1495; 8ft




w/frt end ldr, needs clutch, PS
repaired, rear tires LN, $2000obo.
Thomas Kwiatkowski; Berkeley;
843-336-3424
DRAG PAN, 3ph, $200; 3ph
cultivator, $75. Jack Caldwell;
Cherokee; 864-487-5469
2290 CASE tRACtOR, $8000;
Reynolds 6yd dirt pan, $4000.
Richard Knight; Kershaw;
803-427-6440
kuHN 700 DISC MOWER,
EC, $3400; pull type hay
tedder, $1800; 8 whl hay rake,
on pull type caddy, EC,
$1400. F Summers; Bamberg;
803-245-2531
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SPRAYER, Schabern Hi-Pressure,
skid, 300gal tank, model D403
pump, 5.5hp gas motor, reel,
nozzle, $2200obo. Douglass Britt;
McCormick; 864-391-3334
SS FERt HOPPERS, drive
wheel to fit 2r cultivator frame,
$100obo; Cole planter plates &
gears, $5ea. Jeremy McMillan;
Colleton; 843-893-6148
'72 GORE HORSE tRL,
bumper pull, rear straight load
w/ramp, tack rm w/saddle racks,
solidly built, $1000obo. Mike
Allen; Richland; 803-960-0019
NH 474 HAYBINE, $1800; NH
489 haybine, $2500, both shed
kept. Randell Wilson; Abbeville;
864-378-4924
16Ft GN CAttLE tRL,
$1500. David McFalls; York;
803-925-2806
FICkLIN 231 GRAVItY
WAGON, $2400; Priefert squeeze
chute, w/carriage, $2000;
livestock trl, 12ft, $850. W
Stanley; Bamberg; 803-842-1352
JD 2940, 148 ldr, 580C B-hoe,
grain drill, field-cult, offset &
leveling harrow, stock trl, 20ft hay
wagons, $25,000. James Johnson;
Chesterfield; 843-680-3124
2 SEt OF 2 ROW
PLANtERS, Cole Duplex on
Pittsburg frame, no fert, $600; JD
24B, on toolbar, no fert, $700;






JD 25B 1R PLANtER, 3ph,
several plates, extra sprockets,
GC, plants well, $400. Richard
Gambrell; Oconee; 864-710-2244
MASSEY, 16in 2 bottom plow,
3ph, GC, $450. Butch Morrison;
Anderson; 803-487-1633
MF PLANtER, 2r w/fert
hoppers, 4 sets of plates,
$1400. Dan Smith; Richland;
803-345-9566
JD 950 tRACtOR, w/4ft
bush hog & boom pole, $4500; JD
2040 tractor, 3358hrs, dsl 2wd,
$6500. Gray Wilson; Beaufort;
843-525-0836
'91 CASE IH 1640 COMBINE,
w/16.5ft 1020 header, 4WD, 4044
hrs, GC, $27,000. Jason Carter;
Richland; 803-429-3481
JD HARROW, pull type, 8ft,
good disks & bearings, new paint,
$1250. Jerry Allen; Edgefield;
803-480-1453
BOOM POLE, for 3ph tractor,
$85. Nathan Shirey; Lexington;
803-315-6109
274 INt, dsl, 860hrs, fert hopper
& cults, EC, $10,000; '55 Int TD9
bulldozer, dsl, $3500. Richard
Gregory; Calhoun; 803-609-2704
kuBOtA 1750, hydrostat, 2wd,
60in belly mower, $8000obo.
Jonathan Langston; Pickens;
864-918-0231
'01 kuBOtA B2710 HSt, 4wd,
turf tires, 5ft belly mower, Kubota
lA 402 ldr, w/bucket, pallet
forks, $12,500. James Chastine;
Greenville; 864-430-6066
5Ft FINISH MOWER, older,
fair cond, $600obo; Coleman util
trl, 4ftx6ft, hew tires/lights,
manual dump, $600obo. Paul
Langston; Pickens; 864-483-0137
1 H 1020, 15ft head auger, LN,
$995; 5ft Woods 59 Mower, 5ft
cut, EC, fits FA Super A-FA140,
$895. Charles Nichols; Saluda;
864-445-8350
150GAL SPRAY Out, 3ph,
20ft spray coverage, poly tank,
$1100. V Felkel; Orangeburg;
912-682-5813
'57 CuB FA, w/1ph, belly
mower, disc harrow, turn plow,
scrape blade, new tires & whl
weights, VGC, $3500. R Yonce;
Saluda; 803-685-7240
8Ft NH236 DISC MOWER,
GC, $4750; NH 848 chain
baler, EC, $2500; MF 124 sq
baler, GC, $1500, NH256 rake,
$700, more. Neil Fudge; Chester;
803-324-0714
LANDPRIDE FINISH MOWER,
48in, 3ph, new belt, $450obo. John
Horton; Lancaster; 803-475-3194
JD 5310, new turf tires, dual
remotes, $7500; Chandler spreader,
$6000; PCM 4030 forklift, extends
25ft, $3000, more. Bill Kaufmann;
Horry; 843-756-7341
FORD 3910 tRACtOR, PS,
hyd hook up, new radiator, GC,
$5900. Fred Powell; Georgetown;
843-543-3357
PAStuRE RENOVAtOR
PLANtER, Farnam 7r pasture
renovator/planter, 3ph, ground
driven, EC, $1200. Danny Tallent;
Greenwood; 864-993-9770
5X8 ENCLOSED tRL,
w/swing out cargo door, EC,
$1200. Jamie Elder; Lancaster;
803-804-5110
INt 656, 65hp, wide frt, low hrs,
stored inside, EC, $7500obo.
Curtis Pollard; Anderson;
864-296-8234
'49 8N FORD tRACtOR, new
paint, upgraded to 12v alternator
& larger PTO shaft, $2000obo.
Francis Ackerman; Pickens;
864-878-9471
JD 6000 HIGH BOY, 60ft
boom, $10,000; JD 1020 tractor,
disc, bottom plow, bush hog,
sprayer, $4000. Jimmy Sikes;
Calhoun; 803-707-3049
3PH FERt SPREADER, holds
500lb, spreading rate adjust,
undercover, cleaned after
use, $350; 3ph bale spear,
more, $75. John Ray; Pickens;
864-868-2749
'75 HuBER F-1700 MOtOR
GRADER, runs good, w/Detroit
dsl 6V-53 engine, mechanically
sound, 13ft 10in blade, $7350.
Judson Decell; Lexington;
803-731-1234
FARM PLOWS, new & used,
75-$100. Ronnie Cook; Florence;
843-687-0122
'89 CASE IH 1620 COMBINE,
4wd, new eng, $8500; Case 1020
grain head, $4500; Taramax
10shank Ripper w/JD 450 drill,
$17,500, more. Gene Roe; Aiken;
803-645-2234
CAt D7F DOZER, w/blade,
root rake, single shank blade
mount ripper, $16,000. Trent
Porth; Lexington; 803-413-8065
REDDICk PuLL tYPE
SPRAYER, 300gal 35ft spray
pattern, PTO hydro pump,




MOWER, 3 blades, 5ft cut,
need at least 25hp 3ph tractor
to cut grass, GC, $450obo.
Keith Gibbons; Clarendon;
843-659-9933
JD 7200 6NR PLANtER, corn
& SB seed boxes, VGC, dry fert,
$4500; 200gal, 30ft, boom sprayer
w/pump works, more, $1500. Ken
Evans; Lee; 803-464-1370
3 AXLE tAGALONG tRL,
w/6ft ramps, 6ft tongue, 4ft
beaver tail, 16ft level deck,
$2300; 8ftxft van trl, more,
$1900. Rose Murphy; Fairfield;
803-337-3697
851 FORD, dsl, 5spd, new
clutch, gauges & seal in trans,
rebuilt starter & alternator, more,
runs good, $4200. Bud Holmes;
Cherokee; 864-489-1735
3PH DISC HARROW, 16 disc,
$850. Timothy Goodwin;
Edgefield; 803-640-6144
'72 CHEVY C-50, 24,000
GVW, custom 350, twin cycle
dump w/body, $1950, more
equip. Malcolm Rawls; Aiken;
803-564-5435
'49 8N FORD tRACtOR, 6V
system, new clutch, eng rebuilt,
new frt tires, rear lift needs work,
w/5ft bush hog, $2500. Samuel
Long; Richland; 803-783-0135
'03 tItAN RENEGADE 4H
SL, rear tack, wk-end pkg,
shower, AC/heat, gas burner, 21ft
awning, EC, $10,500; 2H BP,
$1500. Justin Howe; Newberry;
803-944-1065
kING 9 SHANk, high clearance
chisel plow, $1000; King 20
blade hvy offset disc, EC, $2500.
Jeffrey Gilmore; Chesterfield;
843-517-0315
'75 FA 140, key start, cultivators,
1ph, fert attachment, tight
steering, good paint, more, $4000.
Fred Faulkenberry; Chesterfield;
843-623-7827
JD 6000 HI BOY, w/cab,
AC, new pump, $11,950.
Bob Fleming; Clarendon;
803-460-7824
GN tRL, 20ft, w/dovetail &
floor over neck stall, $4250; 5ft
box scrape, $300. Gerald Waddell;
Spartanburg; 864-918-9950
BOX SCRAPE, w/root rakes,
$300. Jimmy Allsep; Pickens;
864-868-9148
6Ft DISC HARROW, 1row
pull type, adjustable pitch, more,
VGC, $195obo; 5ft pull type bush
hog, more, VGC, $595obo. David
Ruchala; Cherokee; 864-487-5653
25Ft tAG ALONG tRL,
$1100; 5ft scarifier, HD, $300; 1
shank subsoiler, HD, $125. Rickie
Evans; Chester; 803-209-2714
HutCHINSON tRANSPORt
AuGER, 6x41 w/5hp single
phase elec motor & starter con-
trol, $1200. Richard Rentz;
Bamberg; 803-245-5991
JD 750 tRACtOR, 3cyl dsl,
low hrs, $4800. Albert Collins;
Barnwell; 803-259-5639
'72 JD 4020, good paint, rebuilt
engine, 9000hrs, GC, $8500;
JD 444 corn header, EC, $3000.
Will Anderson; Anderson;
864-617-5366
'80S JD 2350, runs good,
$7000; 2r JD model 71, flex
planter on toolbar, w/gauge whls,
$1600obo. George Todd; Horry;
843-340-4430
'64 FORD 4000 R CROP
tRACtOR, w/hi-crop kit, dsl,
PS, 4spd, $4800. Marty Black;
Lexington; 803-894-5311
JD 71 FLEX 2R PLANtER,
$1400. James Strock; Orangeburg;
803-308-1195
JD 2940, canopy & JD ldr, orig
blown eng replaced w/2955 eng,
rebuild kit, more, $10,000omo
or trade. Masters Campbell;
Anderson; 864-617-8669
FORD 601 DSL tRACtOR,
for parts or restoration, $895obo.
Eric Hubbard; Orangeburg;
803-531-4522
JD 450B tRACk LDR, GC,
recent hoses, rebuilt alt & starter,
good 12v battery, good undercar,
more, $7500; more. Louis Noah;
Spartanburg; 864-804-1817
'06 LINCOLN MARk Lt Pu,
26,780 mi, EC, loaded, $22,000.
Bruce Starnes; Chesterfield;
843-672-5823
9Ft MORRA DISC MOWER,
EC, $4500; 8 wheel v rake
GC, $1200; Vermeer 5400
Rebel rnd baler, $7000; all
field ready. Michael Brown;
Greenville; 864-414-7972
'95 ECONOLINE tRL, 12ton,
EC, new floor, $4900 or trade for
10ton GN. Morris Johnson;
Newberry; 864-923-1670
kING kuttER, 4ft rotary
tiller, low hrs, $750; 5ft disk, 16
blades, $400; scoop pan, $200;
cultivator, $100. Gene Schofield;
Fairfield; 803-240-6571
NH tS110, MFWD, cab, heat,
air, frt end loader, GC, $26,500;
transport auger, 6inx46ft, PTO
drive, GC, $1000. Danny Hege;
Barnwell; 803-793-4187
5FtX12Ft utIL tRL, w/tool
box, LN tires, w/spare tire, GC,
$800. Dwight Rish; Lexington;
803-312-4167
FORD 3000 tRACtOR,
$3700; Long 510, $3000, both dsl
w/PS, runs good; JD 450C 6way




2in letters, #0-9 specialty brands,
clippers, more, liquid nitrogen
tank w/branding bath, $2000obo.
J Kelley; Cherokee; 803-322-0099
BuCkEtS, for NH backhoe,
36in bucket & 12in rock bucket,
EC, $1100both. John McDaniel;
Saluda; 864-445-7957
18Ft EQuIP tRL, dual axle,
5ft ramps, dove tail, elec brakes,




PuMP, $2500. Brian Henry;
Anderson; 864-617-6436
INt 460, narrow frt end, w/2pt
fast hitch, $3595. Cecil Hooks;
Marion; 843-430-4906
220 JD LEVELING
HARROW, 9in spacing, 18ft
wide, $5000. Chris Chambers;
Anderson; 864-350-0190
JD BOttOM PLOW, LN,
$400. Terry Marlowe; Florence;
843-269-4656
INt 336 PLANtERS, 4r, $1200.
Wayne Goude; Georgetown;
843-558-7150
'48 JD StYLED A, restored
w/new paint job, gauges,
seat, more, cranks/runs good,
w/rolamatic frt end, $2500obo.
Britton Havird; Newberry;
803-924-1211
24Ft GN StOCk tRL, for
cows, hvy duty axles, new
paint, rewired w/new lights,
$2500. Gene McCarthy;
Edgefield; 803-278-2274
JD7320, 2040hrs, C/A, MFWD,
$70k; 2010 CTS tobacco
combine, 425hrs, LBDB, new
defoliator heads, more, $80K.
Steve Squires; Georgetown;
843-558-2064
MF 1140 tRACtOR, 30hp,
3cyl dsl, 947hrs, 4WD, PS,
ROPS, 16 speed forward &
reverse, 2spd PTO, exc paint, EC,
$6750. Mike Gainey; Greenville;
864-963-6177
JD 2950, GC, canopy, King




12 & 18in, $500ea obo; '79
S1624 Int flatbed dump, 2ft
sides, gas, Pintle Hitch,
more, $8750obo. Otis Hembree;
Spartanburg; 864-427-4419
JD 7100 PLANtERS,
2r & 4r, 3ph, finger pickup
meters, $2000-3000. Ray Ward;
Clarendon; 803-473-3355
JD MOCO 915 CuttER
COND, 7ft, used this past
season, field ready, $9500.
Verne Caughman; Lexington;
803-532-5442
1000GAL SS NuRSE tANk,
on 2axle trl w/5hp Transfer Pump,




Carter-Day 2523 disc separator,
$9500; Universal bucket elev,
more, $18,500. Phil Davis;
Spartanburg; 864-877-4394
4H BP SL, w/removable
dividers, GC, recently painted, frt
storage compartment, frt esc door,
$3750. Harold Coleman; Marion;
843-423-1814
FA SuPER C tRACtOR,
engine runs good, need tires,
$1800; Int 47 sq baler, good
for parts, $500. Jack Dantzler;
Orangeburg; 803-837-1161
CASE IH 595, w/single remote,
needs work, $3500; JD offset
disc, more, $2000; Bigham
Bros paratill, more, $5000.
Jeffrey Anderson; Richland;
803-446-8054
CASE IH 900 PLANtER, 8rW,
3ph, hy fold, monitors, rm,
insecticide hoppers, $5500; Case
IH harrow, more, $1500. Jeff
Millen; Chester; 803-209-0893
10Ft BIN SWEEP AuGER, 1r
Holland setter, 3ph; 3 JD T/B
plows; 13 rolls, new, 39in hog
wire, all S/K, $1300. Herman
Floyd; Horry; 843-358-3901
1030 MF, 4wd compact tractor,
good sheet metal, bad eng,
have another eng, $2500orbo.
Richard Hazelwood; Abbeville;
864-348-2656
JD HX10 ROtARY MOWER,
frt/rear chains, twin tail whls, 540
PTO, VGC, $5900obo; Covington
1r planter, more, $650. Gene
Adkins; Oconee; 864-885-1492
851 NH RND BALER, fair to
GC, used last yr, $1250. Billy
Burton; Oconee; 864-647-5987
FA CuB tRACtOR, w/cultivators
& snow plow, $2900. Robert Hurley;
Laurens; 864-981-5352
'77 FORD 4600Su tRACtOR,
dsl, PS, roll bar, 1 remote, engine
rebuilt, $6900. Jim Mixson;
Lexington; 803-309-2080
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HVY DutY tRL, 1250gal tank,
high pressure tires w/spare, 5½hp
150gal minute pump, 2in hoses,
25ft hose, nozzle, $1500. Calvin
Stone; Clarendon; 843-509-2549
MILLCREEk MANuRE
SPREADER, PTO, shed kept,
GC, used weekly, $1000;
MF hayrake, PTO, 3ph, shed
kept, GC, $500. Steve Jordan;
Edgefield; 803-518-0677
JD 950-D, FEL, PS, recent
paint & agri tires, $8250, prefer
trade for lrgr unit @ equal value.
Barney Williams; Lexington;
803-359-0677
WOODS 1260 MOWER, 10ft,
HD, $4000; Woods 3ph 48in rear
tine tiller, $900; Long 1084,
15ftW disc harrow, $2000. Todd
Rackley; Laurens; 864-923-2366
JLG 40Ft MAN LIFt, Deutz




'49 MH 22 RC, $3300;
'52 MM ZAU RC, $3200, '55 MH
33 RC, $4400, all run, repainted,
straight sheet metal, good
tires. Jeff Jackson; Pickens;
864-704-3466
D-15 AC, gas, tricycle frt end,
EC, $3200. Mark Yonce;
Spartanburg; 864-473-0253
DItCH WItCH 7610, 85hp,
4wd, 4 whl steering, A620
backhoe, 6 way blade, trencher,




repairs, tune-up, repainting &
restoration. Jonathan White;
Florence; 843-373-3712
SkID LDR WORk, 40yrs
fencing exper, all types of farm,
ranch fencing, feed lots &
catch pens. Charles Mullinax;
Anderson; 864-958-0721
tRAINING & PLANtING
SERVICES, fruit trees, sm fruit,
grapevine pruning, commercial
exp. Barry Hoosler; Saluda;
803-622-3906
WILL REPAIR, or add on to
your existing barn or tractor shed,
your material or ours. Ben Ivey;
Union; 864-426-0900
FENCES BuILt, or repaired, all
kinds, reasonable prices. Jimmie
Koon; Saluda; 864-445-7658
CuStOM SADDLE & tACk
REPAIR, hand-tooling, all type
leather fabrication, belts, bags,
more. Donald Stevenson;
Fairfield; 803-718-1770
PECANS, will crack & shell,




house clean out, del of
shavings, clay, stone, any other




grinding, bush hogging, bulldozer,
more, free estimates. Andrew
Smith; Kershaw; 803-513-5168
CB & tIFtON 44, custom
plant w/Bermuda King 4r planter,




w/wood trails, barn, stall, pasture,
coggins reqd, riding lessons, Eng,
Western, Paso Fino, more. Beth
Gaston; Chester; 803-374-6255
GARAGES, barns, stick built,
post & beam, pole barns,
horse stalls, milking parlors,
riding arenas, more, statewide.
Abraham Mills; Spartanburg;
864-381-7586
BARNS, hay or custom, build
to your needs, equipment sheds,
animal shelters, working pens,
all types of pasture fence,
more. Chad Malone; York;
803-230-3827
StuMP GRINDING, portable
machine, Aiken & surrounding
counties. Jamey Bledsoe; Aiken;
803-645-4298
PAStuRE MGMt SERVICES,
spray weeds, treat fire ants in
livestock pastures, licensed applicator,
spread lime & fert. Kenny Mullis;
Richland; 803-331-6612
CuStOM PLANt BERMuDA
GRASS, w/Bermuda King row
planter, Coastal 44, 78 & 85, plant




sold/sprd by ton, lrg/sm acreage,
pastures, wildlife plots, call for




parts for JD, MF, FA & Ford trac-
tors, cab foam kits, more. David
Moss; Spartanburg; 864-680-4004
CAttLE CAuGHt, hauled,
penned, any custom cow work,
25+ yrs exp. Josh Brown; Saluda;
864-910-5378
HORSE BOARDING, lrg
pasture, pond, hay storage,
feed/tack room, rnd pen, starts at
$125/mo. Teresa Kerns; Kershaw;
803-786-5300
StAtEWIDE FENCER,
specializing in NZ Hi Tensil elec,
hog wire, barb etc, hydraulic post
driver, 25yrs exp. Richard Crow;
Abbeville; 864-554-1107
LAND CLEARING, excavating,
land & lot clearing, dozer, skid
steer, backhoe, exc.  Rafael Ruiz;
Orangeburg; 803-682-2374




DOZER & tRACk HOE
WORk, build & repair ponds,
demolition, tree removal, grade
& clear land, repair rds,
free est. J Hughes; Greenwood;
864-227-8257
FENCE INStALLAtION, barb




hauling by equine pro, special needs
welcomed, 1-4h, SE or connect w/others.
Mark Kennedy; Beaufort; 843-521-3759
AGRICuLtuRAL FENCE,
install/repair barb wire, Hi tensile,
wire, privacy, board fence,
grading, trenching, call for free
est. James Lang; Laurens;
864-444-3038
BuSH HOGGING, weed
control spraying, tilling gardens,
rnd/sq hay baling, fence
repair/bldg, fert/lime spreading,







land & wildlife management,
bush hogging, septic tanks,
asphalt millings, soil, gravel.
Matthew Johnson; Newberry;
864-923-5455
tRACtOR WORk, 25 yrs exp,
all types, tractor parts,
more. Jack Shelton; Richland;
803-736-9820
tRACtOR & EQuIP
REPAIR, clutch jobs, eng
overhauls, yrs of exper, reason-
able rates. Randy Stachewicz;
Colleton; 843-538-7411
LAND CLEARING, food plots,
fire breaks, pond repairs, all types,
tractor work. Mike Sabbagha;
Lexington; 803-730-5172
LIME SPREADING, specialize
in bulk Tenn lime, call for





BuSH HOGGING, various light
tractor work, mulching, spreading,
scraping, yard maint, etc, call
for info/free est. Cary Cox;
Greenville; 864-918-1691
CB GRASS SPRIGGING,
w/row planter, sm or lrg
jobs. Timmy Benton; Colleton;
843-908-3222
POND LIMING, fertilizing,




planted w/8ft Bermuda King grass
planters, Coastal, Russell & Tifton
85; more. J Gallagher; Allendale;
803-686-0694
tRACtOR REStORAtION,
paint, pressure wash, farm/hvy
equip mechanic repair,
welding/fabrication work, mobile
equip. Billy Gallman; Newberry;
803-276-7171
FENCES BuILt, to your specs,
statewide, free est. Bruce Thomas;
Dorchester; 843-563-4373
Farm Land
Farm Land ads must be
for at least 5 acres under
cultivation. Ads from real estate
agents are not accepted,
unless they personally own
the property being offered.
PROVIDE A STATEMENT THAT
STATES THE LAND IS
YOUR PERSONAL PROPERTY.
5+A, w/50y/o pine & hdwd
timber, gas, water & elec avail,
$26,000. Linda Haynie; Anderson;
864-226-0906
WANt tO LEASE 500A, for
hunting, w/in 50 mis radius of
Columbia. Charles McClure;
Lexington; 803-530-3614
WANt tO LEASE, farm
land to farm & hunt, will work
w/landowner to improve quality
of land & wildlife. Ray Sealey;
Orangeburg; 843-409-1717
150A, Carlisle, 80A clear cut,
50A planted pine, 20A hdwd
w/creek, $1450/A. Jeremy
Lindler; Union; 803-518-2168
152A FARM LAND, $2700/A,
off Hwy 39 on Span Rd near
Good Hope Lutheran Church, sm





Loblolly pines, 1000ft rd frtage,
water access, more, $3000/A.
Dick Whetstone; Calhoun;
803-308-4861
15.2A, Calhoun Co, rd frtge,
pines & hdwd drain, hunting,
homesite, $38,000; 150A, Sumter
Co, ducks, deer, turkeys,
75k.  Carl Gulledge; Calhoun;
803-530-8885
67A, Honea Path, adjoining Co
Industrial Park, 2 streams, pond,
water, gas, sewer, wooded, open,
$3200/A firm. James Guest;
Abbeville; 864-369-0258
193A, wooded, frtage on Little
River & Hwy 72, 15A river
bottom field, 16y/o pines & hdwd,
more, $2195/A. Roy Jeffcoat;
Abbeville; 864-933-1851
92A, 2mi W of Chappells, Hwy
34, planted pines, mature hdwd,
deer, turkey hunting, $2150/A. C
Smith; Newberry; 864-993-9881
103A, Hwy 252 2mis of Hwy 25,
spring fed creek, pines w/hdwds,
$2250/A. Tod Hensley; Laurens;
864-979-4669
HORSE StABLES, for lease,
25A, Eastover, 30 stables, 2
apartments, pond, fence &
cross-fenced, $1900/mon. Van
Watts; Richland; 843-340-5645
109A, mature pines, hdwds,
1500sf house, good hunting,
food plots, creek, $4000/A.
L Williamson; Bamberg;
803-894-3744
107.63A, mature hdwd, 21y/o




79A, white oak, 20A lake, 1000
LF, w/60ftH woodland bluff,
more, 60A pines, pasture, hunting,
$3500/A. Mark Schimmoeller;
Fairfield; 803-609-0559
134A, near Abbeville Co
Industrial Park, 3 streams, creek,
frtage on 2 st, pasture, timber,
sewer, water, gas, $2600/A. Susan
Cork; Abbeville; 803-345-7454
82.1A FARM, 3mi off I-20, exit




pine, hdwd, creek, food plots, deer
feeder, rd system, wildlife,
$2500/A. Steve Cooper; Saluda;
864-809-0369
170A, 86A pasture, 3 ponds,
creek, well, 4150ft paved rd
frtage, northern Laurens Co,
$3800/A. Charles Waldrep;
Laurens; 864-969-2700
55+A, near Erskine College,
fenced, cross fenced, barns, creek,
3bd/2ba w/guesthouse, long
driveway, $469,999. Farha Ali;
Abbeville; 864-379-8123
9.3A, w/2A cleared, hdwd, pine,
high & dry, frtage Hwy 56/146,
Cross Anchor, no water/sewer, but
avail, $49,900. Louis Noah;
Spartanburg; 864-804-1817
280A, hdwd timber, good rds,
near schools, City of Laurens, will
subdivide to 140A, public water,
$2600/A. Andy Parnell; Laurens;
864-360-1370
104A, 4 barns, 2 ponds, 2/3
pasture, 1/3 timber, fenced, house,
rd frtage on 2 sides, $2800/A.
Bob Templeton; Greenwood;
864-223-4677
107A, pasture, timber, Oolenoy
Creek borders property, near Hwy
11, $900,000. Nancy Duncan;
Pickens; 864-834-7185
60A & 117A, timber, sell




105A, 1 mi S of Heath Springs,
pines, hdwds, lrg creek,
off Turnipseed Rd, $200,000.
Harold Williams; Lancaster;
803-242-6242
21A, on Lake Russell, wooded,
exc hunting, possible owner fin,
$140,000. Shirley Huston;
Abbeville; 803-917-9665
WANt tO LEASE, hunting
land, Greenville, Pickens & N
Anderson Co, will protect,
maintain & improve land w/food
plots. Cary Cox; Greenville;
864-918-1691
WANt PAStuRE, to buy or
rent for cattle in York, Chester or
Fairfield Cos. Bill Harris; Chester;
803-385-5255
30A FARM, w/fenced pastures,
4 stall horse barn; 900sf metal
shop bldg, equip storage bldgs,
home, more, $369K. Larry Couch;
Oconee; 864-314-6136
97A, Dorchester Co, part
wooded, part planted in peanuts &
soybean '13, deer & turkey,
$2500/A. C Miller; Richland;
803-772-3374
70+A FARM LAND, 5+A,
private, secluded, creek, hwy
frontage, $4700/A; 50A, hunting
lease, pond, fields, timber.
Donald Stevenson; Fairfield; 803-
718-1770
43A, timber, spring w/sm
pond, 18ftx36ft shelter w/power,
food plots, dove field. 750ft
paved rd frontage, $86,000.
Greg Spearman; Greenwood;
864-505-3190
10A HDWD FORESt, near
nature preserve, Duckwood &
Overbrook Rds, Lancaster Co,
owner fin, $22,000. Wade ten
Bensel; Lancaster; 803-283-4631
106A, near Salley, 5A Coastal
field, pine timber, more, $2800/A;
10A, wooded, near Lake Murray,
$7000/A, more. Ronnie Wingard;
Aiken; 803-360-6253
60A, farming, horses, hunting,
fishing, 3br2b modular, Aiken or
Augusta area, $5999/A. John
Morgan; Edgefield; 803-279-6744
WANt tO LEASE 100-200A,
for food plots, hunting, dove field,
will maintain. Tim Pipkin;
Calhoun; 843-607-1522













box, $35; fresh brn eggs $2.50dz;
$6/flat, hens on all natural






Wade ten Bensel; Lancaster;
803-283-4631
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Garden Plants
Garden Plant ads may not
be submitted by commercial
nurseries defined as those with
sales of  $5,000 or more per year.
OLD tIMEY WHt,
multiplying onion bulbs, $10/lb,
ship 2+lbs. Steve Swaney;
Abbeville; 864-376-3556




Thornless Blackberry, cherry, fig
& plum trees, Muscadines, more,




blackberries, $5; pomegranates &
fig trees, $10. F Noles; Barnwell;
803-383-4066
RABBItEYE BLuEBERRIES,
$2ea, ship min 15 +$8.50
post; grapevines, $3ea; Thornless
blackberries, $2.50. Billy Eddins;
Chesterfield; 843-623-2427
SCuPPERNONG VINES, lrg,
2gal pots, $10ea. W Hill; Aiken;
803-652-2373
OLD tIMEY WHt ONION
SEtS, cluster grows at top of
stalk for next planting, $10/lb,
+ship; blk walnuts, in shell, $1/lb.
Billy Gallman; Newberry;
803-276-7171
Goats, Llamas & Sheep
BuCkS & DOES, 11m/o, ½
Savanna x ½ Spanish, $200ea.
Jerry Winchester; Oconee;
864-638-9046
kIkO, Kiko cross, $100up; PB
NZ Kiko, $200up. Bobby Page;
Spartanburg; 864-494-2501
PYGMY/NIGERIAN DWARF
CROSS, babies, $100; bucks,
$150; reg Pygmy does,
$200; Katahdin ram lamb, $125.
Russell Sharpe; Lexington;
803-755-6407
2 F ALPACAS, cream color,
$500obo for both. Lisa Fleming;
Greenville; 864-444-1224
PB REG DORPER,
Dor/Kat, y/o ewes, $200-300;
reg PB Dorper ram lambs,
$400. Amy Thames; Chester;
803-323-7789
NuBIAN & ALPINE kIDS,
reg/non-reg, $150-300; Nubian
& Saanen does, reg/non-reg,




b'line, $150up. Johnny Hickey;
Chesterfield; 843-537-7535
2 BOER WEtHERS, B-'12,




GOAtS, B-11/13, UTD shots,
debudded, $150ea. Patty Jackson;
Cherokee; 864-316-0741
FB BOER BILLY, w/reg app,
Tarzan b'line, 5m/o, wht w/brn
head, $200. Oliver Green; Sumter;
803-795-8646
FAINtING GOAt, 2y/o billy,
brn & wht, $150. Joe Calwise;
Laurens; 864-998-3405
REG NuBIAN kIDS BuCkS,




$100. Lloyd Gerhart; Kershaw;
803-425-8796
SAVANNAH DOELINGS,
10m/o, 3/4 Savannah 1/4 Spanish,
$175-200; 30 goats, ready to
breed, 3 Savannah Bucklings,
10m/o, $300. Wayne Cooper;
Cherokee; 704-502-1991
BLACkBELLY SHEEP, 2F,
$150, B-9/23; 2 mature F, $175ea;
yng M, $200; adult M w/full curl
horns, $275; more. Danny Park;
Anderson; 724-840-8958




50% WHt DORPER EWES,
B-3/13, $200ea. Rodger Holcombe;
Pickens; 864-878-4838
F BOAR GOAtS, Spanish
Goats, $200; kids, $25ea;




ADGA Registerable y/o Does,
$400. Ryan Watkins; Charleston;
843-817-4049
3 LRG ButtON EAR
GOAtS, $150ea or less if all
taken. William Knopf; Chester;
803-482-3891
REG NuBIAN BuCk, Nubian




does, bucks, new doelings &
bucklings, variety of colors,






NIGERIAN DWARF, does &
bucks babies, var of colors,
some w/blue eyes & moon









'13 CORN, shelled, cleaned,
bagged, 50#, $8. Cecil Parks;
Greenville; 864-963-1454
OAtS, GC, combine run,
$4.50/bu bulk. Otto Willamson;
Williamsburg; 843-382-3119




$5/bushel; cow hay, 4x5 net wrap,
$25. Richard Knight; Kershaw;
803-427-6440
'13 COMBINE RuN OAtS,
bulk, 55gal drum, $40; rnd hay,
$25-35ea; sq, $5. Charles Nichols;
Saluda; 864-445-8350
FESCuE/COAStAL MIX, sq,
barn, $3.50ea. Tim McCall;
Oconee; 864-985-2641
SHELLED CORN, $45/55 gal
drum. David Sease; Newberry;
803-622-2957
SHELLED CORN, $50; wheat,
$50; Grain sorghum, $45; cob
corn, $25, load in your 55gal
drum; Wheat straw, sq, $3.
Jeffrey  Anderson; Richland;
803-446-8054
'13 COMBINE RuN OAtS,
$45/barrel; '13 CB rnd cow hay,
$35. Joey Gunter; Lexington;
803-920-1605
CB, yng tender, sq, $5ea; rnd,
$30, net wrap; wheat straw,
$3.25ea; can del. John Fogle;
Orangeburg; 803-682-5974
HORSE HAY, rnd, $40; cow
hay, rnd, $25. David Gainey;
Sumter; 803-553-8220
CB, sq, $5; rnd, $50. Gene
Bolen; Barnwell; 803-266-4363
'13 FESCuE, HQ, $3.75,
near Mauldin-Simpsonville. Bud
Greer; Greenville; 864-963-9203
'13 COAStAL, 4x5, tight,
$35ea. Johnny Hickey;
Chesterfield; 843-537-7535
'13 CB, sq, $5; rnd, net wrap,
$40ea; wheat hay, cut in doe
stage, rnd, $30; wheat straw, sq,
$3; all shed. Clayton Leaphart;
Lexington; 803-892-2642
'13 CLOVER FESCuE
JOHNSON GRASS MIX, GQ,
4x5 rnd, $25ea. Thomas Coleman;
Saluda; 803-622-0824
'13 FESCuE, 4x5 rnd, net wrap,
soil tested, fert, $40ea. Bobby
Baker; Lancaster; 803-285-7732
'13 FESCuE, Bermuda, Dallas
Grass mixed hay, 5x6,
$25ea. Will Culbertson; Laurens;
864-980-1883
'13 Au GRAZER
LESPEDEZA, sq, green & leafy,
$10ea. Reed Edwards; Laurens;
864-871-2575
'13 CB & FESCuE, 4x5, net
wrap, stored in field, EQ, $35,
string wrap, in barn $40, del avail.
Bob Lawson; Spartanburg;
864-809-5354
RYE StRAW, sq, $3. Dwight
McCartha; Lexington; 803-429-6121
'13 ALFALFA, rnd only,
$40ea. Calvin Young; Laurens;
864-923-0167
ORCHARD GRASS ORCHARD
ALFALFA MIX, 50# sq, 9/13 cut, p-
up only, $15ea. Irv Herman;
Charleston; 843-270-6497
'13 CB, 48x54 net wrap, cow
hay, $35ea, del $5/bale w/in 25
miles. Rickey Meetze; Lexington;
803-892-3573
'13 CB MIX, fert, net wrap, 4x5,
$30ea; 10 or more, $25ea. Phil
Ardis; Clarendon; 803-460-0915
'13 FIELD RYE/RYE GRASS
MIX, cut in doe stage, fert/lime,
no rain, barn, net wrap, 4x54 rnd,
$30ea. Sam Rikard; Lexington;
803-892-2630
'13 tIFtON 44 BERMuDA,
HQ, sq, barn, $5; '12 hay, $3ea. Les
Shugart; Chester; 803-385-2577
'13 COAStAL, 4x5 rnd, net
wrap, HQ, $50ea,; hay, 4x5 rnd,
net wrap, HQ, barn, $60ea, del
avail. David Fulmer; Orangeburg;
803-917-0467
FESCuE, 4x5 rnd, shed, $35;
outside, $30. Otis Hembree;
Spartanburg; 864-427-4419
FESCuE, GQ, rnd, barn, $30ea.
Buddy Griffith; Anderson;
864-261-6436
FESCuE, 4x5, HQ, CQ, outside,
$20; shed, $30. Wesley Boland;
Newberry; 803-768-2010
'13 70 VOLuNtEER GRASS,
$30ea; 30 Fescue & grass, $30ea;
70 Fescue, $40ea; 70 Oats, $45ea;
all 5x5. H Stockman; Newberry;
803-924-7878
'13 MIXED GRASS OR
BAHIA, 4x4 rnd, covered, fert,
limed, $30ea. Eddie Phillips;
Sumter; 803-486-0081
'13 MIXED GRASS, 4x4, $20;
4x5, $25, all barn, del avail. Leon
Fulmer; Newberry; 803-924-0493
'13 FESCuE, HQ, $3.75/sq.
Adam Truesdale; York;
803-374-7886
'13 FESCuE, 4x5 rnd HQ &
CQ, fert, no rain, shed, $35ea,
disc on lrg vol, del avail. George
Bryant; Pickens; 864-630-4934
GOAt HAY, $20; cow hay, $30,
all 4x5 rnd, twine. Jason;
Lexington; 803-513-4823
'13 FESCuE MIX, 4x5 rnd,
Coastal mix, no rain, CQ, $30;
$25ea for 20 or more; '12 mixed
hay, twine wrap, $20, more. Brad
Bishop; Laurens; 864-682-5588
'13 FESCuE/ORCHARD
GRASS MIX, sq, $4, barn kept,
no rain. Tom Crates; York;
704-906-3546
FESCuE, 4x5 rnd, net wrap,
$22; w/o net wrap, $10. William
Beck; Chester; 704-681-2877
'13 COW HAY, 4x5, baled dry,
barn, mixed Bermuda, Fescue,
Clover, Johnson Grass, $18ea,
will haul for fee. Don Copeland;
Laurens; 864-833-3528
'13 CB, 4x5 rnd, net wrap,
$50ea, 100/bls, $3600, free del on
10-15/bls w/in 40 mis of
Pelion. Terry King; Lexington;
803-381-6177
'13 BERMuDA, or Bahia, 4x5,
$30; 4x5 Fescue, $25, no rain, lrg
rolls. Curtis Coffey; Greenwood;
864-993-0944
'12 MILLEt HAY, 150 sq,
$2.50ea, w/o rain, fert, limed; 400
sq, mixed grass hay, $2ea. Steve
Pace; Pickens; 864-483-4678
'13 tIFtON 85, rnd, net wrap,
$20ea at barn. Charlie Jackson;
Aiken; 678-910-0561
'13 FESCuE/BERMuDA MIX,
4x5 rnd, fert, GQ, tight rolls,
20-$30ea, del avail. Casey Sokol;
Anderson; 864-245-0071
'13 CB, 4x5 rnd HQ, no rain,
$50-55; 1st cut CB 4x5
rnd, $35.  Bill Fulmer; Lexington;
803-657-5487
CB BALAGE, indiv wrap, $45,
GQ cow hay. Steve Miller;
Lexington; 803-892-3055
'13 FESCuE, 4x5 rnd, twine,
barn stored, $30, vol disc. Frank
Suber; Newberry; 803-940-7173
PREM COAStAL, limed,
fert, 4x5, net wrap, $50/barn;
sq, $6/barn; Bermuda/Bahia, 4x5,




Timothy, Alfalfa, several blends,
$11up, del avail statewide;
Chaff hay avail by bag or pallet.
Jerry Raines; Spartanburg;
864-909-1538
HAY, 4x5, tight, fert, limed,
CB, $35; mixed grass, $15.
Craig Caughman; Lexington;
803-924-2252
'13 FESCuE, mixed grass, 4x5,
no rain, $20. Carroll Shealy;
Laurens; 864-697-6289




'13 FESCuE, Prem HQ, 4x5,
net wrap, barn, $40; outside,
$30.  Michael Copeland; Union;
864-426-7996
FALL '13 FESCuE MIX,
HQ, net wrap, 4x5, $40, barn;
$30, outside. Chris Smith; Union;
864-426-5980
'13 CB, 4x5, net wrap, EC, fert,
limed, no weeds, barn, prem, $50;
sq CB, HQ, $5.50; del/fee. John
Snead; Greenwood; 864-993-4839
'13 CB MIX, 4x5, barn,
$35. Brian Henry; Anderson;
864-617-6436
'13 CB MIX, 4x5 twine, cow
hay, in field, $20, disc 20+.
Michael Hallman; Lexington;
803-657-5526
'13 FESCuE, SC Cert grower,
lrg rnd, w/o rain, $35ea, del avail.
Donald Stevenson; Fairfield;
803-718-1770
'12 FESCuE, $12; '13 HQ
Fescue barn, $30ea; '13 Fescue
mixed $15ea; all 4x5 rnd, w/o
rain, limed/fert. Wayne Crandell;
Greenville; 864-962-0120
'13 CB, net wrap, 4x5, 5 bales
min, $35ea. Walter Bessinger;
Bamberg; 803-383-2189
'13 CB, 4x5, $30. Carroll
Harmon; Lexington; 803-359-3956
FESCuE, 100 bales, 5x5, barn,
$20ea. Earl Oswald; Lexington;
803-532-6801
'13 CB, HQ, 4x5, rnd, $50 &
$40; HQ cow, $30, del avail.
Bobby Zimmerman; Lexington;
803-317-8681




4x5 rnd, barn, no rain, fert, no
manure, $35ea. Billy Gallman;
Newberry; 803-276-7171
FESCuE & BERMuDA MIX,
sq, $4; Fescue, rnd, $30. Arthur
Black; York; 803-684-2333
Hogs & Pigs
POt BELLY PIGS, $75ea.
William Claxton; Colleton;
843-909-4285
REG BERk PIGS, all ages &
genders, exc b'lines, $125+. Amy
Thames; Chester; 803-323-7789
OSSAWBAW ISLAND GILt,
8m/o, blk, 100lbs, $250; Ossabaw
Island boars, castrated, 8m/o,
85-100lbs, $200ea. Mary Borden;
Aiken; 803-474-2666
FB OSSABAW BOARS,
$150up; FB mule foot pigs,
$100up. Michael Pierce; Colleton;
843-909-1309
FEEDER PIGS, 10w/o, cut &
dewormed, $50ea. John Zander;
Colleton; 843-908-2100
Horses, Mules & Donkeys
Ads for horses, mules, and
donkeys 6 months old or older
must include AN UNALTERED
LEGIBLE CURRENT COPY
of a negative Coggins test.
Under 6 months you
must include a birthdate.
MAtCHING HAFLINGER
MARE PR, 9 & 10y/o, dbl or
single, traffic safe, farm work,
wagon trains, w/new harness set,
$3000. Dustun Sease; Darlington;
843-678-5868
PASO FINO, Paragon de La
Katrina, well gaited w/easily
controlled brio, prof trained &
shown nationally, $5000. Beth
Gaston; Chester; 803-374-6255
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MINI DONkEY JACk,
gray/wht cross on back,
B-8/30/13, $350. Dondee Lewis;
Lexington; 803-730-8371
PASOFINO MARE, 8y/o,
gentle, blue ribbon winner at
shows, $1800. Don McKinney;
Spartanburg; 864-706-9738
REG tWH, 3y/o mare, 15.1,
sorrel, flax m/t, broke
to trail         ride, sweet temp,
intermediate rider, more, $1200.
Christina Achelpohl; Newberry;
803-730-9960
EXPER HORSE tRAINER, to
train & cond horse for harness
driving at their place, horse to
develop good muscling &
endurance. Ron Hevener;
Calhoun; 803-655-7528
SM DONkEY, grey Sicilian F
w/cross on back, B-9/30/13, tame,
jenny 40in, sire 36in at shoulder,
$300. Don Miller; Berkeley;
843-709-4961
ICELANDIC QH MARE, 9y/o,
out of a reg Icelandic stud
& reg QH, smooth gait, 14h,




jenny, $650; blk jack B-7/17/13,




21ft8in long, 96inW, hvy duty,
$1500. Tony Wallace; York;
803-242-2299
12 JD REAR WHEEL
WEIGHtS, 150lbs ea, fits 820,
830, 4020, etc, $110ea. Ed Long;
Laurens; 864-505-6765
OAk FIREWOOD, del,
stacked, cut to size, full size p/up,
Columbia, Irmo, Chapin areas,
$120. Ronald Wright; Richland;
803-345-8386
2 4IN tuBE AuGERS, 20ftL,
$140ea. E Wigington; Anderson;
864-859-2692
PuRPLE MARtIN GOuRD
RACkS, hay rack umbrella
design, hangs 12 gourds,
head only, $45; 16 prong,
$55. Pete Jordan; Darlington;
843-332-3219
tROYBILt CHIPPER SHREDDER,
Tomahawk 8hp B & S eng,
elec start, extra screens, GC,
$650. Jay McCaa; Kershaw;
803-432-4621
5HP LEAF CHIPPER, mulcher,
$200. Jack Caldwell; Cherokee;
864-487-5469
12Ft StEEL BED, w/4ft steel
sides, $500. W Ellenburg;
Pickens; 864-855-2565
SEARS CRAFtSMAN, suburban
garden tractor, runs good w/turn
plow, push blade, good tires, more,
$1500obo,  more. Thomas Waters;
Colleton; 843-696-6627
RND CEDAR POStS, dry, cut
to var sizes, 4-10in dia, 6-12ftL,
$6-12ea, depend on size.
Douglass Britt; McCormick;
864-391-3334
6 tIRES, mounted on rims,
Goodyear 10.00R20 4-G177
Mud/Lug & 2-G159 Steer, LN,
$700; dually rear-end, more,
$350. Danny Auvenshine; Aiken;
803-640-4565
REDWORMS, $27/1000; bed
run, $22/lb; LS swamp worms,
$32/1000; bed run, $27/lb,
call for ship chgs, stocked beds
avail. T Unger; Greenville;
864-299-1932
5000Wt GENERAtOR, onion
mounted on trl w/50gal fuel
tank, $900. John Gardner; York;
803-329-3551
MOLASSES FEED MIXER,
w/elec motor, 3 phase, $300; Jay
Bee Hammer mill, flat belt
driven, various screens & more,
$500. Newton Dulin; York;
803-222-3613
SYRuP MILL, Chattanooga
number 11, new bearing
& rebuilt shaft, VGC, $400.
Richard Gambrell; Oconee;
864-710-2244
StEEL PIPE, 20ftL, 2½in OS,
1 3/4 IS, some rust, 10+ pcs,
$50ea; pine bds, 16ft, 3½in




no cracks or chips, $1500.
Randy Hughes; Orangeburg;
803-682-3710
GOuRDS, hang ready, $1-3;
uncut, 25¢-$2.50; umbrella
shaped racks, holds 12, $40;
18, $60. R Yonce; Saluda;
803-685-7240
FIREWOOD, a level med
size truck bed load, $55.
Hutch Hutchison; Colleton;
843-538-6846
2 SEAtED BuGGY, surrey
w/fringe on top, wood spoke whls
w/rubber, good shaves, EC,
$950obo. Harry Isbell; Anderson;
864-617-2627
POuLtRY LIttER, del,
$15-45, spreading avail. Scott
Baldwin; Kershaw; 803-513-2532
1-2H DRAWN WAGON, rubber
tires, hyd brakes, adj top, adj ride,
seats 8, $1500. Jimmy Sikes;
Calhoun; 803-707-3049
CEDAR LuMBER, $1.10/bf;
4inx4in cedar post, $5ea; holly,
red oak, $2/bf. Andy Morris;
Newberry; 803-276-2670
CAGES, for chicken, quail,
pigeon, rabbit, 30inx24inx24inT,
$28, 14gauge welded wire,
new, more. Michael Padgett;
Lexington; 803-892-2756
PtO PuMP, w/2 big guns,
$1895; 2 Lister dsl motors, hyd
pump, $1795ea. G Williams;
Aiken; 803-663-3909
2H WAGON, w/rubber tires,
4whls w/hyd brakes, new
shafts, radio, single or double,
$1500firm; mule stalk cutter,
$100. Ronnie Cook; Florence;
843-687-0122
55GAL, solid top metal drums,
$15ea. Luke Cook; Lexington;
803-467-6540
FRAMED CAGE, metal,




DIVIDERS, GC, 276 avail,
6ftL, 32inT, neck rail incl
w/purchase of multiples of 4,
$25ea. Bob Lawson; Spartanburg;
864-809-5354
RECLAIMED HEARt PINE,
T&G long boards, avg 8ft, 2in x
¾in thick, 1800sf 300sf of
25-75% heart pine, $3800all
obo. Michael Young; Laurens;
864-923-2250
1000GAL FuEL tANkS,
$600ea, 3 for $1500. Lamar
Collins; Darlington; 843-332-8826
EARtHWORMS, $25/lb,
prepaid ship, pick your own
$20/lb, 2mls off I-26 exit 129,
worms in cups, $2/50. Jim Ivey;
Calhoun; 803-874-4512
tROY-BILt CHIPPER, 5hp
elec start, $600obo. Stanley
Taylor; Chester; 803-789-5236
HDWD LuMBER, Red Oak,
Maple, Yel Poplar, 1inT,
random width, 8-10ftL, $2/bdft;
pine, 2x & 1x8x8/10/12,
45¢/bdft. Philip Epps; Newberry;
803-276-5747
FIREStONE tRACtOR
tIRES, new, size 9.5-16, $150ea
obo; Marty Black; Lexington;
803-894-5311
1GAL BLk NuRSERY POtS,
5¢ ea; 3gal blk nursery pots, 15¢
ea. Richard Fracasso; Colleton;
843-538-3822
ASPHALt MILLINGS,




load, free del w/in 15mis of
Brocks Mill Farm. Marc Marsh;
Chesterfield; 843-862-8873
PEtROLEuM StORAGE
tANk, 10,000 gal, GC, $3500.
Jerrel Sansbury; Darlington;
843-393-2555
REAR WHL WGHtS, IH-C,
H, M, $100 set; ½wghts,
$110 set; AB Cub, $75 set; LN
rear tires, tubes, rims 11.2x24,
$300. Bud Holmes; Cherokee;
864-489-1735
RR CROSS tIES, 8ft,
premium, $8ea, 16 or more, can
del. Wayman Coleman; Abbeville;
864-446-2885
10 FRAME StANDARD
BEEHIVES, ready for bees, good
construction, w/frames & wax,
$90. Shaun Mitchell; Greenville;
864-918-4947
StEEL BuILDING, twin
I beam, on the ground, ready
to be assembled, 52x72ft




w/frames bottom board, shallow
super w/frames inner cover,
top cover, $60ea, more.
Phillip Marlow; Spartanburg;
864-978-8982
3 WAYNE RELIANt 1 JEt
PuMPS, 1 new w/tank, 1in
well working, 1 for spare
parts, $64 in parts, repairable,




$400; Alpaca restraining chute,
VGC, $680. Pablo Murphy;
Spartanburg; 864-546-0928
CARPENtER BEE tRAPS,
413.50, multiples of 5, $85,
ship incl; 2ea 3500-5000lb
str axles, $125ea or $225both.
Bill Timmerman; Aiken;
803-640-6265
'74 IH CuB CADEt, 109
lawn tractor, Hydro, 42in deck,
$600, EC; 12pc IH belt buckle
collection, $300. Ed Laney;
Clarendon; 803-983-4091
#2 ANtIQuE BELL, w/yoke,
$150; #3 antique bell
w/yoke, $250. A Helms; York;
803-417-5343
WOOD SPLIttER, 20ton
cyl, 5hp B/S motor,
$900firm. A Logan; Calhoun;
803-874-3793
PVC PIPE, new, 11ft x
10in dia, ¼ thick, $40.
Billy Eddins; Chesterfield;
843-623-2427
7.5 kW COLEMAN GAS
GENERAtOR, professional,
portable/vertical, B & S OHV
eng, w/battery, VGC, $800.
Gary Smiley; Spartanburg;
864-342-0747
2 tRACtOR tIRES, rear, new,
13x6x24, $500. Albert Collins;
Barnwell; 803-259-5639
OAk LuMBER, 1-2in thick,
6-12in wide, mostly 10ft long,
stored inside, $1.50/bf or
depending on quantity,
disc. Paul Brown; Richland;
803-786-9774
BLk NuRSERY POtS, 1gal,
5¢; 2gal, 15¢; 3gal, 30¢;
no ship. Kathryn Hall; Kershaw;
803-413-3389
SuGAR CANE, 100 stalks,
$50. F Noles; Barnwell;
803-383-4066




dump load, split & dumped,
$120/load, price may vary




inner cover, hive body, screened
bottom board, entrance reducer,
$59, more. Dale Starnes;
Lancaster; 803-577-7871
12IN PONY SADDLE,
bridle & blanket, all new, $275.
Rickie Evans; Chester; 803-209-
2714
IRRIGAtION PIPE, 1000+f,
alum, $2.50/ft. James Williams;
Orangeburg; 803-533-8000




green & maroon paint, 50in dia
wheels, EC, $950. Brenda Isbell;
Anderson; 864-225-5045
PINE SHAVINGS, p/up bulk
loads, $40; dump truck loads,
$275. Walter Cook; Laurens;
864-876-3409
DSL FuEL tANkS,
100-280gal, oval & rnd
w/stand, $100ea. Otis Hembre;
Spartanburg; 864-427-4419
JD StX30, riding mower, needs
carburetor, $100. Joe Calwise;
Laurens; 864-998-3405
MARtIN, Bushel, or Dipper
Gourd Seeds, Summer Sensation
Sunflower seeds, 25ct, $2pk.
David Hickman; Sumter;
843-659-8961
MANuRE, you p-up, w/some
hay, no shavings, will fill ½-¾
p/up truck, $1/pile. Dianne Long;
Saluda; 803-685-9705
INCuBAtORS, GQF model
1502, 2 @ $450, 1 @ $250, GC.
Randall Miller; Orangeburg;
803-707-2575
MItM 3004 ELECt, hot water
washer/steam cleaner, kerosene
burner, VGC, 3000psi, $2600.
David Wilson; Greenville;
864-303-3286
HONEY EXtRACtOR, elec 9
frame, used 1 season, $675;
de-capping tank, $70; elect knife,
$75, more. Gerald McMahon;
Fairfield; 803-429-2861
FIREWOOD, seasoned red
& wht oak, you p-up, $55/truck
load, del w/in 25 mi/$65; 26-50





$25/500 cash. James Chavis;
Florence; 843-659-2792
FLEX PIPE, smooth bore, new,
6in x 20ft, 6 pcs, 4 connectors,
$225. Eddie Gatlin; Berkeley;
843-312-3507
2 105kW DSL GEN,
w/600A auto switch gear
& 800A manual switch, 2
165gal fuel tanks, 1w/138 hrs,








GC, $400; 14in Cleburne
western show saddle, EC,
$750. Karen Curtis; Pickens;
864-868-9751
JD 17P POLY CARt, lrg
cap load limit, rust/dent resistant,
easy dump release, wide
turf-tread pneumatic tires, $325.
David Nettles; Orangeburg;
803-531-3042
2 70GAL FERt tANkS,
w/brackets, goes on planter, LN,











tractors, handmade, red, $100;
Daisy P300 paddle drinking









Plant and Flower ads
may not be submitted by
commercial nurseries defined
as those with sales of
$5,000 or more per year.
CHINESE CHEStNut
tREES, in 3gal pots, $10.
Charles Makl; Greenwood;
864-445-2848
JAP MAPLES, 30 varieties,
3-35gal, $29up. Mike Britton;
Edgefield; 803-278-1468
CANNA BuLBS, President red,
pink w/green leaf, rose w/wine
leaf, Bengal tiger, $1ea,
no ship. Robert Yonce; Saluda;
803-685-7240
NANDENAS, $5-6, Amaryllis
Red & other colors, $5-6,
call for ship. J Fuller; Laurens;
864-682-5752
LEYLAND CYPRESS, 18-24in
tall, $6ea; 10 or more, $5ea.
David Sherwood; Greenville;
864-288-1985
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LEYLAND CYPRESS, $4ea;
Thuja Green Giants, Cryptomeria
Nana, Sago Palm, Tea Olives, $5ea,
all 1gal, more. Justin McLemore;
Lexington; 803-791-3763
CAtALPA WORM tREES,
various sizes, $5ea, any size.
Richard Shealy; Greenwood;
864-543-3930






Butterfly Bush, $8. Cornelius
Clark; Berkeley; 843-761-2343
LEYLAND CYPRESS, 3gal,
$4; Cherry Hedge, $5; Jap
Maples, $8-20; China Fir,
Kwanson cherry, $5-10; more, no
ship. Hazel Bridges; Greenville;
864-879-3384
3Y/O LRG AZALEAS,
$1.50; Boxwoods, Tea Olives,
Hydrangeas, Gardenias, Leyland
Cypress, $5; Dogwoods, 8-$10. F
Noles; Barnwell; 803-383-4066
RIVER BIRCH tREES, wht
dogwoods, $5ea; pink & red
dogwoods, $10ea; mosquito plants,




Beauty red, bare root, 3-5ft T,
$10ea; 6-9ftT, $20ea. W Hill;
Aiken; 803-652-2373
BANANA PLANtS, $8; Crepe
Myrtles, 12-24ft; Riverbirch,
12-60ft; red maple, 12-40ft; all
$12ea cash, you dig. James
Chavis; Florence; 843-659-2792
MAPLE tREE, $6up; Orchids,
$10up; plants, all kinds, $1up,





Buttercups, pure wht lrg
Messenger pigeons, $10ea, more.
Hans Lengers; Lancaster;
704-614-3012
16 GOLDEN COMEt HENS, 2
blk Bantam roosters, 2 wht Bantam
roosters, $8ea. Theron Floyd;
Williamsburg; 843-742-7270
RINGNECk PHEASANtS,
$40/pr or $50/trio. Otto
Wlliamson; Williamsburg;
843-382-3119
BRONZE tuRkEYS, tom & 2
hens, $150trio, hens will lay
spring; Cochins roosters, y/o, 1
blk, 1 partridge, $10ea. L Gunter;
Lexington; 803-532-7394
MAtuRE BOBWHItE
QuAIL, flight & weather cond,




$4/dz, or $30/100. Gary Finch;
Dorchester; 843-701-2939
BELGIuM MILLE FLEuR
HEN, $5 or trade for
BB Red rooster; wht silky
hen, $1. John Gardner; York;
803-329-3551
CORNISH BANtAMS, $10ea
if all taken; homer & roller
pigeons, $8ea. William Claxton;
Colleton; 843-909-4285
8 GROWN GuINEAS, 5 hens,
3 roosters, $8ea; must take all;
Blk Copper Maran rooster, 9m/o,




bantams, WC Blk, Blue, Buff
Laced, $15ea. H Austin;
Orangeburg; 803-308-1203
BOBWHItE QuAIL, flight &
weather cond, $3.75ea. Wayne
Green; Clarendon; 843-373-2150
5 GAME ROOStERS,
$40obo. G Williams; Aiken;
803-663-3715
NORtHERN BOBWHItE
QuAIL, flight cond, $4. Keith
Coker; Berkeley; 843-753-7235
ROOStERS, Barred Rock, Blk
Jersey Giant, French Blk
Copper Maran, 5-13w/o, $4up;
Blk Copper Marans, $10.
Virginia McCall; Spartanburg;
864-969-4411
PuLLEtS, RIR, Wht Rocks,
Golden Comets, Americana, some
laying, $15ea. Ed Persson;
Greenville; 864-395-2962
AMERICANA ROOStERS,
other breeds, $6ea. Adell Dailey;
Richland; 803-361-7978
CHICkENS, brn egg
layers, 2y/o, Partridge Rocks,
RIR, blk Australorps, silver
Wyandottes, 14 Buff Rocks, $9ea.
Kathy DeLong-Anson; Lexington;
803-582-8272
LAYERS, Red Sex Link, $12ea




Hatch, Leiper Whitehackle, Red
Fox, McRae, Sweater, $100ea.
Rex Bumgarner; Lexington;
803-331-0269
PEA FOWL & PHEASANt, M
Dark Throats, M yel golden,
pheasants, 16m/o, full color, $30








22 BuFF ORPINGtON HENS,
3y/o, $10ea; Americana/Easter
Egger, hatching eggs, $7/dz.
Duke Singleton; Lexington;
803-917-4351
WHt DOVES, $15ea or
2/$25. Cecil Hooks; Marion;
843-430-4906
20 GuINEAS, $200 or $10ea;
4 Blk Sex Links Hens,
$12ea; Cornish Roosters, $6ea.
Elgava Jones; Greenville;
864-836-6839




2y/o, $50; 3y/o, $85; no hens.
Cecil Holliday; Anderson;
864-243-3485
CHICkENS, 11 hens, rooster,
10-18m/o, mix of hen breeds,
$5ea. Caroll Long; Newberry;
803-944-0738
2 kHAkI CAMPBELL
DRAkES, healthy, $30both. Joe
Calwise; Laurens; 864-998-3405
BOBWHItE QuAIL, flight
cond, $3.75ea. Joey Gunter;
Lexington; 803-920-1605
BLuE COPPER MARANS
ROOStERS, $10; Blk Copper
Marans roosters, $7. French
heritage w/lightly feathered legs,
more. Jay Griswold; Lexington;
803-796-0349
BANtAMS, PB BB reds, Silver
Seabrights, Red Pyle, $20/pr. John
Zander; Colleton; 843-908-2100
LAYING HENS, y/o, $12ea;









Indian Blue, $125/pr; extra
males, $60ea, '13 hatch;




YNG RABBItS, Dutch, CA,
Lion head, Holland Lops, Mini
Rex, $10ea. Harold Dunagin;
Greenville; 864-630-0758
MO COttONtAILS, wild
type, $7up. James Wise;
Lexington; 803-359-4857
NZ WHt, $20up. David Gravelin;
Dorchester; 843-291-2610
PEDIGREE MEAt RABBItS,





Sat 11am, equine, cows, sheep,
goats, poultry, sm animals, special






SALE, 12:30pm, Saluda Livestock
Market, 200 open & bred beef heifers.
Travis Mitchell; Saluda; 803-609-
2828
3/1 WALtERBORO HORSE
AuCtION, tack 5pm w/horses to
follow, negative coggins w/in
12mon, hauling avail. W
McCranie; Colleton; 843-909-0563
3/8 & 22 H & S StOCkYARDS
SALE, starts @ 11am, cattle,
swine, sheep, goats, poultry, check
in 7:30am-10:30. Hallman Sease;
Bamberg; 803-730-7101
3/22 41tH ANNuAL FARM
MACHINERY SALE, sponsored




All seed ads must be
accompanied by a copy of a
CURRENT SEED LAB TEST.
DIXIE LEE PEAS, cleaned,







tRACtOR, 2wd, in GC w/good
tires, no junk. Warren Coker;
Florence; 843-319-1884









CASE 580SL OR 580SM,
w/4x4 & 4N1 bucket, prefer under
3000hrs, do not need extendahoe
or cab. Eddie Martin; Anderson;
864-296-0454
JD GRAIN DRILL, model
8200 or newer, GC, 8-10ftW.
James Simons; Orangeburg; 803-
496-3573
GEHL 1040 HAY BALER,
for parts or that can be
used. Bob Fleming; Clarendon;
803-460-7824
OLD GN, or BP cattle trl, hay
bale unroller. David McFalls;
York; 803-925-2806
10Ft BuSHHOG/MOWER,
pull type in GC. Cecil Hooks;
Marion; 843-430-4906
StARtER, for '55 135 MF




planter, 7ft+ flail mower,
fertigation mixer, irrigation zone
timer. Wade ten Bensel;
Lancaster; 803-283-4631
Want Hay
WANtED FREE HAY, good,
no mold, Fescue, rye, wheat, oat,
straw or mixed, feed & wood
shavings, to help rescued
horses. Trecia Brown; York;
803-230-6778
Want Livestock
SM PONY, 500-600# that will
pull, sled, cart, etc, must be gentle
& steady. James Powers;
Lancaster; 803-475-2333
3 FANtAIL PIGEON PRS,
10-20 pure wht pigeons, any
breed. Thomas Waters; Colleton;
843-696-6627
M BOBWHItE, will trade




hogs, poultry, sm animals.
William Claxton; Colleton; 843-
909-4285
ROYAL PALM tuRkEY




donkeys, goats, chickens, pigs,
cows, etc. Ronnie Cook; Florence;
843-687-0122
COttONtAIL RABBItS, Pee
Dee area. Joe Lee; Williamsburg;
843-558-2824
YNG PB BIRkSHIRE BOAR,
good stock. Sam Stevens; Aiken;
803-645-5111
M EGYPtIAN GOOSE,
or pr. Lloyd Gerhart; Kershaw;
803-425-8796
WHOLE HERDS, cows, calves
or bulls. Josh Brown; Saluda;
864-910-5378
uNWANtED FAR ANIMALS,
goats, cattle, sheep, donkeys,







ducks, cows, sheep, etc, will
p/up. Mozelle Jones; Richland;
803-403-4292
GOAtS & SHEEP, buy 1
or all. Royce Nii; Lexington;
803-719-6596
ADuLt WHt kING PIGEON
PRS, Mike Knight; Georgetown;
843-235-0077
uNWANtED FREE FARM
ANIMALS, goats, cattle, sheep,
donkeys, jacks, horses, ponies,




goats, calves, chickens, turkeys,
emus, sheep, etc. Joe Calwise;
Laurens; 864-998-3405
BLk SWAN PRS, Egyptian
geese prs, hatching eggs.
Shane Sease; Bamberg;
803-824-9124
OPEN HEIFERS, 10 or more,




16.9-30, fert spreader tire,
11.25-28. Kenneth Beason;
Orangeburg; 803-614-1684
CARBuREtOR, for a '65-'69
MF 135 4 cyl gas tractor. Ben
Ivey; Union; 864-426-0900
RED JEWEL SWEEt
POtAtOES, to bed or will
buy slips in the late
spring. Eddie Martin; Anderson;
864-296-0454
PINE SAW tIMBER, pine
pulpwood, hdwd, cut sm or lrg
tracts, 8A or more. H Yonce;
Edgefield; 803-275-2091
PuLPWOOD, saw timber,
hdwd/, pine all types of thinning





EGG INCuBAtOR. Steve Ard;
Aiken; 803-603-0642
2 FARM tRACtOR tIRES,
used 11.2x28 for 8N Ford. Robert
Taylor; Pickens; 864-878-7997
PINE OR HDWD LOGS, in
low country; 3+A tracts, cut
pulpwood, have chipper for
underbrush.  B Williams;
Charleston; 843-303-8626
FREE RND PEN PANELS,
stall mats, gates, concrete mix,
2x4, 2x6 wood, posts, plywood,
wire fencing, to help rescued
horses. Trecia Brown; York;
803-230-6778
HONEYBEES, used hives,
supers, etc. William Stewart;
Greenville; 864-895-1865
100 LB ANVIL, or larger,
old farm bell, hand corn sheller.
Larry Gunter; Lexington;
803-532-7394
uSED PANELS, roping &





for upstate co, top $ paid
for your forest products, more.
Steven Smith; Greenville;
864-517-3620
PINE, hdwd, pulpwood, saw
timber, in Aiken, Greenwood,
McCormick Co. Milton Whitt;
Aiken; 803-663-3418
LILY OF tHE VALLEY






CRAtES, w/Gibson or Johnston
SC, printed on end. Bill Gibson;
Edgefield; 803-480-1104
PuLPWOOD, sawtimber, pine,
hdwd, thinning avail. Monty
Smith; Aiken; 803-334-1855
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National training Helps SCDA
keep track on keeping Standards
for Weights and Measures
Solar Farm Brings
Exciting Possibilities
continued from page 1
The farm is actually more of a
laboratory, according to Grant
Reeves, senior vice president of
The InterTech Group that
initiated the project. Its mission
is to evaluate solar panel
tracking systems to determine
which ones are the most
productive. Fixed panels track
the movement of the sun,
while tilt panels actually turn
throughout the day. 
How well solar panels convert
sunlight into electric power is a
key area of research. The sun’s
energy is converted into
alternating current electricity
before being transmitted to a
substation about a mile away. At
its peak the farm will create
enough electricity to power
about 300 homes annually. 
The project will provide
valuable information on the cost
and operations of solar farms. It
also leads the way for many
more solar developments in
South Carolina.  
I had the privilege of meeting
Jerry Zucker, the founder of The
InterTech Group, about eight
years ago. He was a fascinating
fellow, with a keen mind that
led him to degrees in math
and physics, plus a graduate
degree in electrical engineering.
In his early years, he worked
for Hudson Pulp & Paper
Corporation in Florida, holding
nearly a dozen patents for that
company.
Later he and a business
partner purchased Raybestos-
Manhattan’s Charleston facility.
Within five years, the company
had grown into a multinational
manufacturing holding company,
The InterTech Group, Inc.
Jerry loved science and
technology, and he owned more
than 300 patents.  Since his
death in 2008, his family
members have continued to
guide The InterTech Group, Inc.
Today his wife, Anita Zucker, is
the CEO of the company. 
We are grateful for that
guidance and we welcome this
new type of farm as it works to
grow South Carolina’s energy
production.
Have you ever wondered who keeps the original
or international standards for weight, time,
temperature and volume?  Members of the South
Carolina Department of Agriculture’s Consumer
Protection Division recently discovered the
answer.
Assistant Commissioner Derek Underwood and
Metrology Quality Manager Terry Wessinger
attended the Fundamentals of Metrology seminar
at the National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST) in Gaithersburg, MD last
month.  
The purpose of the workshop was to maintain
and document NIST traceable measurements.
Training topics included concepts of the National
State Laboratory Program, measurement
assurance, calibration uncertainties, laboratory
management and quality management systems. 
Why do all of those things matter? Think about
making copies of a document like the Declaration
of Independence.  Over time copies of the
document start to fade and become hard to read,
but we can look at the original, well-preserved
document, or the standard, for verification. It is the
same with weights and volumes.  
How do we know the ruler we buy at the store is
actually 12 inches?  How are we sure that we are
pumping 10 gallons of gas? How do we know that
our prescription medicine is really 10 milligrams?
Why is a kilogram a kilogram?  Why is a yard a
yard?  What about a mile?
Since 1972, the SC Metrology Laboratory has
maintained the accuracy of NIST based
measurement standards for the entire state. The
laboratory calibrates weights from 1 mg (that’s the
weight of the tip of your eyelash) to 5,000 pounds
and volume standards up to 1,500 gallons.
Calibration services are available to state and local
governments, as well as businesses of all sizes.
Measurement accuracy affects the price paid when
purchasing gas, meat, produce or anything sold by
weight or volume. The Metrology laboratory helps
ensure consumers get the correct amounts of the
items they purchase.
The SC Metrology Program has the benefit of a
very stable staff.  In the lab’s 42 year existence,
only six Metrologists have handled its daily
operations.  The lab is currently managed by
Robert McGee and is staffed by Ed Mendenhall,
Billy Kennington, and Terry Wessinger.
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upcoming Events
February
2/22 SC CHRIStMAS tREE ASSN WINtER MEEtING,
1:30pm-9pm, Judy's at the Market Restaurant, speaker, Rudy
Mancke, former ETV host, members free, non-members, $50.
Steve Penland; Richland; 803-366-7605
2/22 ASHLAND ARENA FuNSHOW, 10am, speed events,
daily high point prizes, several classes & age groups. Juanita
Ardis; Darlington; 843-332-7394
March
3/7-8 IPRA WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP RODEO, T Ed
Garrison Arena, Clemson, indoor arena. Allen Quinn; Pickens;
864-918-7633
3/11 PAStuRED PORk PRODuCtION WORkSHOP,
9am-4pm, Reg, Ext personnel-$12, non-ext attendees-$50,
Greenbrier Farms, 772 Hester Store Rd, Easley,
kgilker@clemson.edu. Kelly Gilkerson; Pickens; 864-656-5057
3/14 HORSE CARE & MGMt, 9am-4pm, Pageland Comm
Library, workshop on horse care, $75 fee, must register, RSVP
3/7. Amber Starnes; Chesterfield; 843-623-2134
3/18 PREDAtOR PROBLEMS, 1:30pm-4:30pm, SC DNR
Clemson Ofc, 311 Natural Resources Dr, Clemson, reg fee $20,
RSVP 3/7. Renee Watson; Pickens; 864-878-1394x114
3/19 POND MGMt 101, 9am-12pm, SC DNR Clemson Ofc,
311 Natural Resources Dr, Clemson, reg fee $20
(w/2 pesticide credits, $40), RSVP 3/7. Renee Watson; Pickens;
864-878-1394x114
3/19 FOOD SAFEtY PROGRAM, safety updates, by
Southeastern Food Processors, Clemson Univ Conference Center
& Inn. Anna Ondick; Pickens; 407-365-5661
3/29 10AM ASHLAND ARENA FuNSHOW, speed events,
daily hight point prizes, several classes & age groups. Juanita
Ardis; Darlington; 843-332-7394
April
4/11-13 NEW ELLENtON RIDING CLuB SPRING tRAIL
RIDE, 756 Bent Tree, New Ellenton. Willie Taylor; Aiken;
803-652-3835
SPARtANBuRG HORSEMAN ASSO HORSE SHOW,
3rd Sat ea month, 9am until, Camp Croft State Park, Eng,
Western & timed events. www.shahorseshows.com.
Heather Grow; Spartanburg; 864-384-0012
4/5 9AM-4PM 3RD ANNuAL ItS ALL ABOut HERBS
FEStIVAL, free admin, 231 Fox St, Lexington,
merrittlucas@pbtcomm.net. Merritt Lucas; Lexington;
803-629-2229
All equine must be accompanied by written proof of an approved negative test within the last 12 months for EIA when entering
any public assembly of  horses. These public assemblies include, but  are not limited to shows, fairs, organized trail rides, rodeos,
and other exhibitions as well as organized sales. Section 47-13-1315 and 1350 and 1370, SC Code of Laws.
Note: Clemson University’s Livestock-Poultry Health Division requires the following: All public equine auction/sales must be
permitted by Clemson University Livestock-Poultry Health and be in compliance with SC Law Section 47-11-20 and
SC Regulation 27-1016-C. Contact CULPH at 803-788-2260 Ext. 231 for information. 
*Important: Please include a mailing address and phone number with each event notice you wish to include in the Market
Bulletin. All ads submitted will only be run twice. If you wish for your ad to appear in more than 2 issues, it must be resubmitted.
SCDA Assistant Commissioner Derek Underwood (1st from the left) and Metrology Quality Manager
Terry Wessinger (2nd from the right) stand with their counterparts from other states at the
National Institute of Standards and Technology Metrology Seminar in Maryland last month.
Commissioners Cup
BBQ Cook Off 
continued from page 1
Bluegrass music, vendors, and
food trucks will be on site to
entertain the crowd on Friday night
from 6:30 to 9:30 p.m. A number
of farm-related displays will be
exhibited, as well as lots of terrific
food. WP Rawls will supply
samples of kale salad to go with
the chicken wings.
On Saturday the teams will cook
pork butts for sampling. First place
brings a check of $1,000, second
place wins $600, and third $300.
The judging is a blind taste
operated under the rules of the
Southern Barbecue Network. The
pork butts will be supplied by
Piggly Wiggly/Smithfield. To
qualify for the grand champion
award which brings another
$600—teams must compete in all
three categories. 
Pork ribs will earn $1000, $600,
and $300 for the winning teams.
Live country music by Cody Webb
will accompany Saturday’s
activities. Food trucks will have
everything from corn dogs to
chicken strips, fries, cheesecake,
crepes, and ice cream. The event
will run from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. At
2:30 SC Commissioner of
Agriculture Hugh Weathers will
name the SC State Champion and
distribute prize money and unique
trophies to all winners. The festival
will offer “a whole bunch of stuff
for kids,” said Moore, including
face painting, a jumpy house
and slide, and FFA-organized
ag-related games. Adults will
enjoy vendors ranging from
Tupperware to Pampered Chef to
Specialty Foods, in addition to the
regular Farmers Market produce
and many displays. 
This year the event is free to the
public.  Tickets will be available
for purchase to sample the
barbecue. A People’s Choice award
will also be awarded.
The competition is limited to the
first 50 cook teams, and lots
of first timers have already signed
up. The deadline is March 7.
Applications and information are
available on the website,
www.agriculture.sc.gov or by
emailing jmoore@scda.sc.gov.
Proceeds will benefit Harvest
Hope food bank. 
the Market Bulletin
is a Great Gift Idea!
Go to agriculture.sc.gov
and pay by credit card
or mail a $10 check 
or money order payable to the
SC Department of Agriculture to:
Circulation, PO Box 11280,
Columbia, SC 29211
Hot Seafood Dip
3 8 oz. packages cream cheese
6 tbsps. milk
2 tbsps. Worcestershire sauce
3/4 cup crab meat
Soften cream cheese to room
temperature. Mix all ingredients.
Bake 15 minutes at 350 degrees.
Serve with chips or crackers.
